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BREED DESCRIPTION

The Breed Description starts from the premise that the role of the Texel Breed in NZ is to be not only a superior terminal sire for high quality lamb meat but also as as a sire of crossbred daughters suited to a wide range of environment as highly efficient dual purpose dams.

This Breed Description incorporates the classification guidelines used by the British Texel Society in their Elite Red Star Ram assessment programme.

The New Zealand Texel Breed Description

Head

The Texel has a distinctive head type which is useful when identifying progeny. The length of head from crown to nose is approximately one and a half times the width, nose profile straight or slightly dished, muzzle wide, nostrils flared and black. Eyes bold with dark eyelid pigment. The short fine hair covering head should be soft and white. Lower jaw should be well developed with incisor teeth meeting pad at right angles, neither undershot or overshot. Ears of short to medium size set to give alert appearance. Some black spots on ears permissible but not desirable. Horns not permissible.

Avoid:
* Large coarse heads, wide between eyes.
* Pink noses and thin pink ears.
* Black spots on face or head
* Brown face hair
* Stretched or excessively short neck
Shoulders and Chest
Shoulders should be flat on top and no wider than the rib cage. Chest clean of heavy brisket to give wedge shaped underline.

*Avoid:
* Heavy open shoulders
* Narrow tent shaped shoulders
* Pronounced brisket

Body Length
The aim should be for a body length which gives balanced proportions to the sheep with level back and well sprung ribs.

*Avoid:
* Slackness behind the shoulders
* Long narrow body

Depth and Width of Loin
The loin should be as wide and deep as possible with the eye muscle maintaining width forward to the shoulder.

Gigot (Hams)
The gigot should be as wide and firm as possible with deep solid muscling down almost to the hock. This gives a football shaped appearance to the gigot with a high volume of firm lean meat and well defined muscle groups without a hint of fat.

Hind Quarter
Area between top of haunch bone and tail head should be as long and wide as proportionately possible and deeply fleshed with accentuated muscling.

Legs and Feet
The legs should be proportionate to carrying a muscular body with wool not extending below hock or knee and remainder of legs covered with fine white hair. Back legs should be well sprung from the hock, pasterns have only slight spring and feet with hard black horn and even oval toes meeting the ground squarely.

*Avoid:
* Coarse short cannon bones as short cannon bones have proved to be an indication of small pelvic opening and birth difficulties.
* Bowed front legs
* Low weak pasterns
* Straight back hocks
* Bandy hocks or skewed pasterns
* Cow hocks
* Pigeon toes
* Brown leg hair

Udders in Ewes
Udders should be carried high with medium sized teats pointing forward.

Testicles in Rams
Avoid using rams with uneven undersized or soft flabby testicles.

Wool
Purebred Texel wool should fall in the 28 to 35 micron range of fibre diameter. Fleece dense with blocky tip and high bulk around 30cm3/g. The wool should be
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of good colour with low lustre and well defined crimp and staple formation. Black wool spots on body not permissible.

Avoid:
* Hairiness, medullation, hairy tipped and hairy brittenfleeces.
* Kemp fibres in fleece
* Black or brown fibres in fleece and dark skin spots on body which may throw black fibres during times of stress.
* Weak backs, mushy and poorly crimped fleeces which are prone to fleece rot and discoloration.
* Fine end and fining off fleeces which are subject to peeling from neck, belly and points.

APPENDIX FLOCKS

The grading up code be as follows –

D – ½ bred
C – ¾ bred
B – 7/8th

Basic ewe * stud ram = D ½ bred
D * stud ram = C ¾ bred
C * stud ram = B 7/8th
B * stud ram = A 15/16th

A graded up ewe can used in a registered flock once the ewe has reached 7/8ths.
A graded up ram requires a further generation and can be used in a registered flock once 15/16th is reached.

For registered Texel flocks introducing new genetic material using other than registered Texel sires, full performance recording is required and the ensuing progeny have to be graded back to reach 88% Texel purity to regain full registration with Texel New Zealand.

MICROPHTHALMIA

Microphthalmia - this is a recessive gene disorder in which the lambs are born blind. It occurs when a lamb inherits from both parents damaged copies of a gene needed for eye development. An animal inheriting a damaged gene from only one parent is termed a 'carrier'.

I-Scan & Vision Test - these tests identify animals that carry the damaged gene causing the microphthalmia disorder, or animals at risk.

MICROPHTHALMIA RULES

1) All rams that are single entered be tested for Microphthalmia, either before or during the year they are single entered

2) If a ram that has been tested positive during the year the ram can be registered, but the breeder would have to accept that the progeny be culled, or tested at the first available test run.

3) Export of Genetic Material - all dams & sires providing genetic material for export must either be (I-SCAN CLR) or (Vision CLR)
MC – denotes those DNA tested clear studs for Microphthalmia when all sheep in the stud have been tested clear.

That a sire from a (MC) stud does not require to be DNA tested for Microphthalmia.

(TP) – (Tested Pedigree) – denotes those sheep bred from DNA Tested Clear Parents from a Clear Stud. (MC)

Directions For The Reader

(i-SCAN CLR) refers to those DNA tested clear sheep for microphthalmia from the testing facility at Zoetis.
(CdT) refers to the cold tolerance score
(MC) refers to those DNA tested clear sheep for microphthalmia in the Australian Texel Flock Book & NZ Flock Book.
(Vision CLR) refers to those DNA tested clear sheep for microphthalmia from the testing facility at Lincoln University
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A.B.F. WHEELER, M. & M.
Flock No. 8 Withdrawn

A.B.F. WAIPARA DOWNS TEXEL

Prefix, Waipara Downs

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); Omate Texels (F.20); Gordon Farm Partnership (F.18); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); Top Tender Texels (F.263); McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); O.M. & S.D.Brooker (F.148); Roslynn Downs Partnership (F.33); B. & J.Ashby (F.180); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Andrew Laing (F.253); P. & E.K.Gardner (F.277); R.W. & W.R.Beaven (F.14); Douglas Cox Ltd (F.22); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); D.C. & C.M.Graham (F.309); Aaron J.McCall Farms Ltd (F.150); N.R. & J.L.Dodd (F.131); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); and Owners.
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Ewes retained from previous year .................................... 71
Maiden ewes from own flock ......................................... 33
Total .................................. 104

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 71 ; ewes, 83.
Rams sold - One-shear, 38.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Waikaka 2057/15' (5077) (tw) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271)
'Glenvale 35/13' (4854) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by N.R. & J.L.Dodd (F.131)
'Waipara Downs 17/16' (5193) (tw) (FS 2-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.  
WAIRARAPA TEXEL DEVELOPMENTS  
c/- S.Cowan, 427 Ngaumu Road, Motuoru, R.D.10, Masterton 5890
Flock No. 10  
Prefix, W.T.D.  
(Registered 1992)  
Telephone (06) 372 2770  
email texels4u@gmail.com

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); K. R. & H. A. Reed (F.15); Whareatea Partnership (F.34); Texel Plus (F.6); G. D. Ramsay (F.134); Blackdale Stud (F.35); L.E. & H.R. Williams (F.132); A.R. Marshall (F.64); K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); R.J. & R.A.Gardyne (F.55); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); K.J. & R.A.Ashton (F.8); Top Tender Texels (F.263); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Premier Texel Stud (F.171); O.M. & S.D.Brooker (F.148); P.G. & S.V. Irvine (F.142); Mark & Melinda Wheeler (F.219); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); M.A. & D.Klingender (F.97); Roger Weber (F.252); Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229); W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ................................. 129
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................ 115
Ewe lambs from own flock .......................................... 93
Ewes added, bred by -  
Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229) ...................................... 185
Ewe lambs added, bred by -  
Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229) ...................................... 91
Total .................................. 613

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 155 ; ewes, 174.
Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 1 ; one-shear, 41.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Fairlea 609/14' (5006) (tw) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), 'Fairlea 76/16' (5234) (FS 3-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229)
'View Hill 87/13' (4920) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276)
'Grasmere 650/15' (4989) (tw) (FS 2-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)
'W.T.D. 205/14' (5001) (tw) (FS 3-4) (CdT A,B) (Vision CLR), 'WTD 6109/16' (5235) (tw) (FS 3-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.
A.B.F.

MAINLINE TEXEL STUD

c/- Stokes Bros, 503 Carleton Road, Rockford, Oxford 7495

Flock No. A12
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Mainline
Telephone (03) 312 4285
Fax (03) 312 4265
Mobile (021) 197 5225
e-mail stoker@wnation.net.nz

Appendix Flock


Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); N.Z. Sheepac Ltd. (F.2); Sulaiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); Texco Texel Stud (F.26); Pacific Texel (F.3); R.J. & R.A. Gardyne (F.55); Texel Plus (F.6); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); B.L. & M.A.Hore (F.57); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); K.R.Shipley & Sons (F.87); Carolyn Dundass (F.7); O.M.& S.D.Brooker (F.148); I.W. & D.F.McCall (F.150); R. & G.M.Macfarlane (F.310); P. & K.Gardner (F.277); and Owners.

No Return - 2018

A.B.F.

SIL No. 4987

GALLETLY, HAMISH
63 Lyndon Road, Waiau 7395

Flock No. 14
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Hossack Downs
Mobile (022) 040 9708
e-mail hamish.gats@gmail.com


In 2009 the flock transferred to the present Owner and the prefix changed from Range View to Hossack Downs.

Sires used have been bred by N.Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Lamb XL (F.1); Amuri Livestock Enterprises (F.4); A.I. & N.R. McArthur (F.149); Blackdale Stud (F.35); K.R. & H.A.Reed (F.15); Tuahiwi Texels (F.224); M.L.S. & R.E.Talbot (F.120); P.W. & M.A.Brown (F.40); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); P. & E.K.Gardner (F.277); R.W. & W.R.Beaven (F.14); Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); P. & K.Gardner (F.277); N.R. & J.L.Dodd (F.131); and Owner.

Ewes retained from previous year 85
Maiden ewes from own flock 26
Total 111

Ewes kept in flock not put to ram 2018, 50.
Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 65 ; ewes, 60.
Ewes sold - One-shear, 25.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Hemingford 1341/16' (5262) (tr) (Vision\textsuperscript{CLR}), bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39)
'Dalzell 9/16' (5125) (FS 1-3) (CdT A,B) (Vision\textsuperscript{CLR}), bred by Aaron J. McCall Farms Ltd (F.150).

**A.B.F.**

McEWAN, E.J. & B.R.W.
189 Pooles Road, R.D.8, Ashburton 7778

Flock No. 15
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Broadgate

Telephone (03) 302 5838
Mobile (021) 229 9233
e-mail ejreed60@hotmail.com


In 2003 the flock changed to H.A. & E.J. Reed, and in 2012 to the present Owners.

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); K. R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); Texel Plus (F.6); G.H. Hume (F.224); Top Tender Texels (F.263); J.T. & M.J. Raymond (F.56 A.T.A.); K.R. & H.A. Reed (F.15); Andrew Laing (F.253); M.H. French (F.310 A.T.A.); P. & J. Campbell (F.266); M.A. & D.J. Klingender (F.97); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); I.W. & D.F. McCall (F.150); H.A. & E.J. Reed (F.15); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); P. & K. Gardner (F.277); P.A. & E.A. Russell (F.21 A.T.A.); D.B. & B.W. McCulloch (F.105); and Owners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ewes retained from previous year</th>
<th>160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ewe lambs from own flock</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 126; ewes, 144.
Rams sold - One-shear, 15.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Broadgate A216/15' (5016) (tw) (i-SCAN\textsuperscript{CLR}), 'Broadgate 222/16' (5285) (tw) (i-SCAN\textsuperscript{CLR}), 'Broadgate 93/17' (5286), 'Broadgate 193/17' (5287), bred by Owners.

**A.B.F.**

BRAEMORE FARMS LTD
c/- H. L. Mackay, Otama, 7 R.D., Gore 9777

Flock No. 16
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Braetex

Telephone (03) 208-9563
Mobile (0274) 357 584
e-mail mackayotama@gmail.com


In 2014 the flock transferred to the present Owners.
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Sires used have been bred by N.Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Lamb XL (F.1); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); A.H. Dodd & Sons (F.131); R.J. & R.A. Gardyne (F.55); Gordon Farm Partnership (F.18); M.L.S. & R.E. Talbot (F.120); O.M. & S.D. Brooker (F.148); M.E. Taylor (F.144); M.F. Shallard & Co. (F.65); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); H.M. & M.W. Wright (F.25); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); H.L. & S.M. Mackay (F.16); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); W.M. & J.M. Everett (F.276); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................... 90
Maiden ewes from own flock .................................................. 30
Total .................................. 120

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 105; ewes, 115.
Rams sold - One-shear, 35.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Golden Terrace 75/15' (5079) (tr) (Vision CLR), bred by H.M. & M.W. Wright (F.25)
'Braetex A62/16' (5294) (tw) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), 'Braetex A129/17' (5295) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

DEKKER, L. M.

431 Wakanui Road, No. 7 R.D., Ashburton 7777

Flock No. 19
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Ashlea

Telephone (03) 308 1960
Fax (03) 308 1968
Mobile (027) 207 7739
e-mail leendekker@xtra.co.nz


In 2002 the flock transferred to the present Owner.

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Texco Texel Stud (F.26); P. W. & M. A. Brown (F.40); K.R. & H.A. Reed (F.15); G.H. Hume (F.224); Marilyn M. Webb (F.138); A.G. Dunlop (F.253); K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); Blackdale Stud (F.35); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); P. & E.K. Gardner (F.277); H.M. & M.W. Wright (F.25); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); G.B. & D.R. Howie (F.133); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................... 41
Maiden ewes from own flock .................................................. 19
Total .................................. 60

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 34; ewes, 21.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Waipara Downs 48/12' (4745) (tw) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Waipara Downs Texel (F.9).
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A.B.F.

SIL No.2749

MOUNT LINTON FARM

c/- D.Warburton, Ohai, 1 R.D., Otautau 9689

Flock No. 21
(Registered 2012)

Prefix, Mt.Linton
Mobile (021) 779 485
email texels@mountlinton.co.nz
website www.mountlinton.co.nz

Founded in 2012 by Mount Linton Farm on 32 maiden ewes from Owner's Appendix flock.
Sires used have been bred by G.J.T.Latta (F.312); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Top Tender Texels (F.263); Esselmont Trust (F.41); and Owners.
Ewes kept in flock not put to ram 2018, 138.

Appendix Flock

Flock No. A21
(Registered 2009)

Founded in 1991 by Mount Linton Station Ltd on 17 ewes bred by N.Z.Sheepac Ltd (F.2).
Ewes added : 2010, 100 bred by Mount Linton Farm (F.A21).
In 1996 the flock and an appendix flock were withdrawn and in 2009 these flocks were re-instated as an appendix flock and transferred to the present Owners.
Sires used had been bred by N.Z.Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Lamb XL (F.1); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); Tamlet Partnership (F.280); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); Top Tender Texels (F.263); G.J.T.Latta (F.312); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Esselmont Trust (F.41); and Owners.
Ewes kept in flock not put to ram 2018, 138.

A.B.F.

SIL No. 2938

DOUGLAS COX LTD

c/- Sarah Rodie, Murray Downs, 265 Double Corner Road, 2 R.D., Amberley 7482

Flock No. 22
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Murray Downs
Telephone (03) 314 8196
Fax (03) 314 8186
Mobile (0274) 075 875
e-mail s_rodie@hotmail.com

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); K. R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); Omatane Texels (F.20); Mainline Texel Stud (F.12); Howie Partnership (F.133); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); Texel Plus (F.6); Top Tender Texels (F.263); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); B.M. & M.Gardner (F.137); O.M.& S.D.Brooker (F.148); B. & J.Ashby (F.180); R.W. & W.R.Beaven (F.14); P.J.C.Withell (F.39); P.& E.K.Gardner (F.277); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); Fiona E.Rainey (F.302); M. & M.Wheeler (F.8); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); and Owners.
Ewes retained from previous year ....................................... 111
Ewe lambs from own flock.................................................. 32
Total ................................ 143

Rams sold - One-shear, 10.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Pineacre 459/14' (4970) (tw) (TP), 'Pineacre 730/15' (5021) (Vision CLR), bred by Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59) (MC)
'Murray Downs 18/16' (5265) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'Murray Downs 49/17' (5266) (tw), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.  
SIL No. 2552

WRIGHT, H. M. & M. W.
8268 Ranfurly-Wedderburn Road, R.D. 2, Ranfurly 9396

Flock No. 25
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Golden Terrace
Telephone & Fax (03) 444-9435
email mac.mary.wright@scorch.co.nz

Founded in 1991 by H. M. & M. W. Wright on 9 ewes bred by Lamb XL (F.1). Ewes added; 1992, 13 bred by Lamb XL (F.1); 1996, 1 from Owner's Appendix flock; 1997, 16 from Owners' Appendix flock; 1998, 17 from Owner's Appendix flock; 1999, 27 from own flock and from Owner's Appendix flock; 2009, 1 bred by Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); 2016, 2016, 1 bred by Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59).

Sires used have been bred by N. Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Lamb XL (F.1); Texco Texel Stud (F.26); Gordon Farm Partnership (F.18); B.L. & M.A. Hore (F.57); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Carolyn Aitken (F.7); Blackdale Stud (F.35); K.R.Shipley & Sons (F.87); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Top Tender Texels (F.253); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276); M.F.Shallard & Co (F.65); R. & M.Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); N.R. & J.L.Dodd (F.131); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ....................................... 123
Ewe lambs from own flock.................................................. 55
Total ................................ 178

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 90 ; ewes, 111.
Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 2 ; one-shear, 16.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Hemingford 494/14' (4950) (tr) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39)
'Egilshay 108/15' (5063) (Vision CLR), 'Egilshay 13/16' (5206) (tr) (TP), bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214) (MC)
'Grasmere 565/15' (5117) (FS 2-3) (CdT A,B) (Vision CLR), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)
'Golden Terrace 26/17' (5208) (tw) (FS 2-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.  
SIL No. 3007

FOCUS GENETICS
P O Box 12075, Ahuriri, Napier 4144

Flock No. 32
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, FG Texel
Telephone & Fax (06) 839 5836
Mobile (021) 874 973
email natalie@focusgenetics.com
website w.w.w.focusgenetics.com

Founded in 1991 by Landcorp Farming Ltd on 22 ewes bred by N.Z.Sheepac Ltd (F.2).
Ewes added : 1996, 19 from Owner's Appendix flock, 5 bred by Forsan Texel Stud (F.37), 80 bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); 1997, 49 from Owner's Appendix flock, 2 bred...
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by Forsan Texel Stud (F.37), 21 bred by Premier Texel Stud (F.171); 1998, 182 from Owner's Appendix flock, 1999, 150 from Owner's Appendix flock; 2001, 145 from Owner's Appendix flock; 2012, 380 from own flock and Owner's Appendix flock.

In 2002 the prefix changed from Landcorp to Waikite, and in 2015 to FG Texel. In 2015 the flock transferred to the present Owners.

Sires used have been bred by N.Z.Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); AgResearch (F.216); Lamb XL (F.1); Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10); A.J. & H.J.Buckland (F.3156 A.T.A.); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229); Roger Weber (F.252); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); Esselmont Trust (F.41); Top Tender Texels (F.253); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year .......................................... 503
Ewe lambs from own flock .................................................. 263
Total ........................................ 760

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 309; ewes, 356.
Rams sold - One-shear, 159.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Top Tender 12520/13' (5063) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Top Tender Texels (F.253)
'Grasmere 271/12' (4697) (FS 3-3) (Cdt T.A,A) (Vision CLR), 'Grasmere 401/13' (4779) (tw) (FS 2-3) (Cdt T.A.A) (Vision CLR), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)
'FG Texel 5130/15' (5272) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5075/15' (5273) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5603/15' (5275) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5263/16' (5276) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5407/16' (5277) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5427/16' (5278) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5124/17' (5279) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5288/17' (5280) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5300/17' (5281) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5309/17' (5282) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5657/17' (5283) (Vision CLR), 'FG Texel 5658/17' (5284) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

BLACKDALE STUD

Prefix, Blackdale

SIL No. 2672

Flock No. 35
(Registered 1991)

Telephone & Fax (03) 224-6059
Mobile (021) 855 106
email matblackdale@gmail.com
website www.blackdalestud.co.nz

Founded in 1990 by Blackdale Stud on 18 ewes bred by N.Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2). Ewes added; 1992, 1 bred by N.Z. Sheepac Ltd. (F.2); 1993, 17 from Owners Appendix flock, 4 bred by E. J. Robinson (F.163), 1 bred by Lamb XI (F.1); 1994, 29 from Owners Appendix flock, 7 bred by Ian & Glenda Swale (F.102); 1995, 88 from Owner's Appendix flock, 129 from Owner's Appendix flock, 3 bred by Ian & Glenda Swale (F.102), 2 bred by Lamb XI (F.1); 1997, 54 from Owner's Appendix flock, 1 bred by K.R. & H.A. Reed (F.15); 1998, 24 from Owner's Appendix flock, 999, 8 bred by Rex Corson (F.196), 13 from Owner's Appendix flock; 2001, 1 bred by Gordon Farm Partnership (F.18), 10 bred by Dr Jock Allison (F.272).

Sires used have been bred by N.Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Lamb XI (F.1); Gregory-Pukenui (F.20); Gordon Farm Partnership (F.18); Texel Plus (F.6); B. L. & M. A. Hore (F.57); Rex Corson (F.196); M.L.S. & R.E.Talbot (F.120); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); Douglas Cox Ltd (F.22); I.R. & I.J.Crean (F.160); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); K.R.Shipley & Sons (F.87); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); Top Tender Texels (F.263); Tattykeel Pty Ltd (F.12 A.T.A.); M.F.Shallard (F.65); O.M. & S.D.Brooker (F.148); Waipa Downs Texel (F.9); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Esselmont Trust (F.41); R. & M.Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); M.F.Shallard & Co (F.65); L. J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276); T.John Vaughan (F.301255 B.T.S.S.); and Owners.
Ewes retained from previous year .................................. 161
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................ 87
Total .................................. 248

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 180; ewes, 180.
Rams sold - One-shear, 66.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Yardstick' VJV0774/16' (A.I.D.13) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by T.John Vaughan (F.301255 B.T.S.S.)
'Blackdale 471/15' (5042) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), 'Blackdale 45/17' (5241) (tr) (i-SCAN CLR),
'Blackdale 66/17' (5242) (qu) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Blackdale 78/17' (5243) (tr) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Blackdale
97/17' (5244) (tr) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Blackdale 140/17' (5245) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Blackdale
191/17' (5246) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Owners.

Flock No. A35
(Registered 2017)

Appendix Flock

Founded in 2017 by Blackdale Stud on 100 mixed aged ewes and 56 ewe lambs mated to
3 rams with single or a double copy of GDF9 and double Myomax gene to incorporate GDF9
into Texel bloodlines.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Yardstick' VJV0774/16' (A.I.D.13) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by T.John Vaughan (F.301255
B.T.S.S.)
'Blackdale 45/17' (5241) (tr)(i-SCAN CLR), 'Blackdale 66/17' (5242) (qu)(i-SCAN CLR), 'Blackdale
78/17' (5243) (tr) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

KOWHAI GLEN STUD

Prefix, Kowhai Glen

SIL No. 2553

c/- D. N. Burn, 136 Kiritaki Road, R.D. 2, Dannevirke 4972

Flock No. 38
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Blackdale

Established in 2017 by Blackdale Stud on 100 mixed aged ewes and 56 ewe lambs mated to
3 rams with single or a double copy of GDF9 and double Myomax gene to incorporate GDF9
into Texel bloodlines.

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F. 37); Premier Texel
Stud Ltd (F.171); Premier Texel Stud (F.171); K.J. & R.A.Ashton (F.8); M.E. & B.A.Holgate
(F.84); Top Tender Texels (F.263); McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); Landcorp Farming
Ltd (F.32); O.M. & S.D.Brooker (F.148); Roger Weber (F.252); Wairarapa Texel Developments
(F.10); Omatane Texels (F.20); Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229); M.A. & D.J.Klingender
(F.97); Jim Sharratt (F.318); T. & R.Laird (F.561613 B.T.S.S.); J.McKerrow (F.562379
B.T.S.S.); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year .................................. 121
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................ 51
Total .................................. 172
TEXEL

Sires used in 2018 -
'Mangare 188/14' (5116) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Raymond & Janet Harre (F.329)
'Kowhai Glen 6/17' (5254) (Vision CLR), 'Kowhai Glen 7/17' (5255) (Vision CLR), 'Kowhai Glen 220/17' (5256) (Vision CLR), 'Kowhai Glen 224/17' (5257) (Vision CLR), 'Kowhai Glen 227/17' (5258) (Vision CLR), 'Kowhai Glen 232/17' (5259) (Vision CLR), 'Kowhai Glen 238/17' (5260) (Vision CLR), 'Kowhai Glen 243/17' (5261) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

SIL No. 2862

HOLLAND, SAM & VIKI

938 St.Leonards Road, Hemingford, R.D.1, Culverden 7391

Flock No. 39
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Hemingford

Telephone (03) 315 8689
Fax (03) 315 8681
Mobile (021) 181 4868
email vikiholland@amuri.net


In 2009 the flock was transferred to the present Owners, and the Prefix changed from Raywell to Hemingford.

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); N. Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Texel Plus (F.6); Omatane Texels (F.20); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); P.W. & M.A. Brown (F.40); K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Top Tender Texels (F.263); J.T. & M.J. Raymond (F.56 A.T.A.); McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); Blackdale Stud (F.35); R.W. & W.R. Beaven (F.14); P.J.C. Withell (F.39); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); H.W. & M.W. Wright (F.25); P.G. & S.V. Irvine (F.142); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); G.B. & D.R. Howie (F.133); N.R. & J.L. Dodd (F.131); K. Hoban & Q. Boyd (F.321); Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229); G.M. & C.A. Shaw (F.145); Aaron J. McCall Farms Ltd (F.150); L.J. & S.M. Paterson (F.271); Esselmont Trust (F.41); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year .......................................................... 240
Maiden ewes from own flock ............................................................... 10
Total .......................... 250

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 160; ewes, 175.
Rams sold - One-shear, 56.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Wharetoa A96/16' (5299) (tr) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by G.M. & C.A. Shaw (F.145)
'Dalzell 9/16' (5125) (FS 1-3) (CdT A,B), bred by Aaron J. McCall Farms Ltd (F.150)
'Hemingford 687/16' (5264) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.
ESSELMONTRUST

**Flock No. 41**
(Registered 2002)

**Prefix, Esselmont**

**SIL No. 2608**

**ESSELMONTRUST**
c/- H.D. & K.M.Gardyne, 213 Gardyne Road, R.D.5, Gore 9775

**Telephone (03) 207 2836**

e-mail esselmont@yrless.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10); Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); Roger Weber (F.252); Tamlet Partnership (F.280); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); G.B. & M.R.Howie (F.133); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); L.A.Tayles & Family (F.303); and Owners.

- Ewes retained from previous year ......................... 138
- Maiden ewes from own flock .................................. 67
- Total .................................................................. 205

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 158; ewes, 158.
Rams sold - One-shear, 40.

Sires used in 2018 -
- 'Grasmere 651/15' (5118) (tw) (FS 3-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)
- 'Granite Untouchable' IGM7611/13' (A.I.D.17) (FS 1-3) (CDT A,A) (ARR/ARR) (Vision CLR), bred by G. & B. Ingram (F.521509 B.T.S.S.)
- 'Esselmont 14/14' (4865) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'Esselmont 97/17' (5221) (tr) (FS 3-3) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Esselmont 102/17' (5222) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Owners.

GIBSON, O. B.

**Flock No. 54**
(Registered 1991)

**Prefix, Blue Phoenix**

**SIL No. 876**

111 Flora Road East, Makarewa, R.D.6, Invercargill 9876

**Telephone (03) 215 6960**


In 2009 the prefix changed from Blue Cedar to Blue Phoenix.

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); N. Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); L.D. & L.J. McCallum (F.67); Top Tender Texels (F.263); Geo. Wilson & Son Ltd (F.29); R. & M. Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); and Owner.

- Ewes retained from previous year ......................... 50
- Maiden ewes from own flock .................................. 30
- Total .................................................................. 80

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 34; ewes, 41.

Sires used in 2018 -
- 'Blue Phoenix 808/16' (5211) (Vision CLR), 'Blue Phoenix 863/16' (5212) (Vision CLR),
- 'Blue Phoenix 913/17' (5213) (Vision CLR), bred by Owner.
A.B.F.  
SIL No. 2908

GARDYNE, R. J. & R. A.
26 Klifden Road, Ida Valley, R.D.2, Oturehua 9387

Flock No. 55 (MC)  
(Registered 1992)

Prefix, Crest
Telephone & Fax (03) 444 5032
Mobile (021) 144 9721
email rob.gardyne@gmail.com


Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); N. Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2), Mount Linton Station Ltd (F.21); Gordon Farm Partnership (F.18), Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171), B. L. & M. A. Hore (F.57); Texel Plus (F.6); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); Top Tender Texels (F.263); M. E. & B. A. Holgate (F.84); K. J. & R. A. Ashton (F.8); J. T. & M. J. Raymond (F.56 A.T.A.); J. T. & J. Barker (F.230); McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); O. M. & S. D. Brooker (F.148); Blackdale Stud (F.35); B. A. & H. A. Jorgensen (F.349 A.T.A.); B. J. Knight & P. E. Russell (F.21 A.T.A.); M. H. French (F.310 A.T.A.); G. A. & D. E. Dodd (F.268); K. R. & H. K. Shipley (F.87); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); P. & J. Campbell (F.266); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); M. F. Shallard & Co. (F.65); G. B. & D. R. Howie (F.133); Aaron J. McCall Farms Ltd (F.150); H. M. & M. W. Wright (F.25); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year........................................... 4
Maiden ewes from own flock.................................................. 2
Total .................................. 13

Rams sold - One-shear, 3.
Sire used in 2018 -
'Tamlet 193/17' (5289), bred by Tamlet Partnership (F.280).

A.B.F.  
SIL No. 2914

HORE, B. L. & M. A.
c/- Rosie Hore, Parawa, R.D.3, Lumsden 9795

Flock No. 57  
(Registered 1991)

Prefix, Nokomai
Telephone (03) 248 8932
Mobile (027) 221 6003
email rosiehore@xtra.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by N. Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Lamb XL (F.1); A. R. Marshall (F.64); Texel Plus (F.6); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); M. L. S. & R. E. Talbot (F.120); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Tattykeel Pty Ltd (F.12 A.T.A.); K. R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Andrew Laing (F.253); M. F. Shallard & Co (F.65); L. J. & S. M. Paterson (F.271); J. T. & J. Barker (F.230); N. R. & J. L. Dodd (F.131); L. A. Tayles & Family (F.303); and Owners.
Ewes retained from previous year .................................. 51
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................ 27
Total .................................. 78

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 46 ; ewes, 52.
Rams sold - One-shear, 10.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Nokomai 6040/16' (5314) (tw), 'Nokomai 6112/16' (5315) (tw), bred by Owners.

A.B.F

HAYES, MRS S. A.
7 Murray Road, 1 H R.D., Oamaru 9493

Flock No. 59 (MC)
(Registered 1992)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix, Pineacre</th>
<th>Telephone &amp; Fax (03) 431-3773</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile (027) 295 5411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email <a href="mailto:pineacre.texels@xtra.co.nz">pineacre.texels@xtra.co.nz</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Founded in 1992 by Mrs S. A. Hayes on 3 ewes bred by Lamb XL (F.1) and 1 ewe lamb from Owner's Appendix Flock. Ewes added : 1993, 2 bred by Lamb XL (F.1); 1994, 11 from own and Owner's Appendix flock; 1995, 5 from Own and Owner's Appendix flock.
1996, 17 from Owner's Appendix flock, 2 bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); 1997, 2 from Owner's Appendix flock, 3 bred by Texel Plus (F.6); 1998, 50 from Own and Owner's Appendix flock; 1999, 33 from Own and Owner's Appendix flock; 2000, 10 bred by G.A. & H.G.Crossan (F.114); 2001, 63 from Own and Owner's Appendix flock; 2002, 3 bred by P.W. & M.A.Brown (F.40 & F.440), 1 bred by Whitecliffs Valley Texels (F.A205), 1 bred by Glenmuick Texel Stud (F.167); 2004, 2 bred by L.A.Burdon & A.& L.A.Bradford (F.170); 2008, 2 bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); 2009, 29 from Own and Owner's Appendix flock; 2013, 3 bred by G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133).

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); N. Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); Pacific Texel (F.3); Texco Texel Stud (F.26);Texel Plus (F.6); P. W. & M. A. Brown (F.40); Amuri Livestock Enterprises (F.4); B.L. & M.A. Hore (F.57); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); M.E. & B.A. Holgate (F.84); R.J. & R.A.Gardyne (F.55); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); J.T. & M.J. Raymond (F.56 A.T.A.); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); Top Tender Texels (F.263); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); R.W. & W.R.Beaven (F.14); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); P. & E.K.Gardner (F.277); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); Blackdale Stud (F.35); R. & M.Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); M.F. Shallard & Co. (F.65); L.A.Tayles & Family (F.303); P. & K.Gardner (F.277); and Owner.

Ewes retained from previous year ......................... 32
Ewes added by -
K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87) .................. 5
Total .................. 37

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 34 ; ewes, 25.
Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 1 ; one-shear, 10.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Egilshay 208/16' (5205) (tw) (TP), bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214) (MC)
'Pineacre 109/17' (5232) (TP), bred by Owner.
A.B.F.

SHALLARD, M. F. & CO.
Kaweku, 12 Burgess Road, 6 R.D., Gore 9776

Flock No. 65 (Kaweku) (Registered 1993)

Prefix, Kaweku
Telephone & Fax (03) 202 5385
Mobile (027) 280 7370
email markandtaniashallard@xtra.co.nz


In 2003 the flock transferred to the present Owners.

Sires used have been bred by N. Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); M.L.S. & R.E.Talbot (F.120); O.M. & S.D.Brooker (F.148); M.E. Taylor (F.144); K.F.Shallard & Co. (F.65); R.J. & R.A.Gardyne (F.55); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); H.M. & M.W.Wright (F.25); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276); Andy Mainland (F.297); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); Esselmont Trust (F.41); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year .................................... 124
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................ 99
Total ........................................ 223

Ewes kept in flock not put to ram 2018, 148.
Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 150; ewes, 126.
Rams sold - One-shear, 30.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Esselmont 102/17' (5222) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Esselmont Trust (F.41)
'Grasmere 651/15' (5118) (FS3-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)
'Golden Terrace 75/15' (5079) (tr) (Vision CLR), bred by H.M. & M.W.Wright (F.25)
'Kaweku 1413/15' (5160) (tw) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), 'Kaweku 191/16' (5233) (tw) (TP), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

CLARK, J. W. & J. C.
Moneymore, 2 R.D., Milton, South Otago 9292

Flock No. 79 (Longridge Farms) (Registered 1992)

Prefix, Longridge Farms
Telephone (03) 417-4231
Mobile (027) 417 4139
email jasperandjoan@farmside.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by A. Melville (F. 75); Howie Partnership (F.133); Texel Plus (F.6); A.R. Marshall (F.64); G.A. & H.G. Crossan (F.114); Top Tender Texels (F.263); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); M.F.Shallard & Co (F.65); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276); H.A. & E.J.Reed (F.15); R. & M.Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); and Owners.

No Return - 2018
Founded in 1992 by M. E. & B. A. Holgate on 2 7/8ths ewes and 9 7/8ths ewe lambs bred by N.Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2) and 1 7/8th ewe lamb from Owner's Appendix Flock; Ewes added; 1993, 4 from Owners Appendix Flock; 1994, 2 bred by N.Z. Sheepac Ltd (2); 2 bred by Dunlop Partnership (F.118); 5 from Owner's Appendix Flock; 1995, 15 from Own and Owner's Appendix flock. 1996, 6 from Owner's Appendix flock, 9 bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); 1997, 15 from Owners' Appendix flock, 2 bred by Texel Plus (F.6), 1 bred by A.J. & M.A. Roberts (F.A72); 1998, 21 from Owner's Appendix flock; 1999, 37 from own flock & Owner's Appendix flock, 99 bred by G.A. & H.G.Crossan (F.114 & F.A114), 21 bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171), 2 bred by Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); 2007, 20 bred by J.R.Miller (F.248 & F.A248), 14 bred by J.R.Miller Estate (F.248 & F.A248); 2009, 68 from own & Owners Appendix flock; 2010, 75 from own & Owners Appendix flock; 2012, 170 from own & Owners Appendix flock; 2015, 50 from own & Owners Appendix flock; 2016, 46 from own & Owners Appendix flock.

In 2005 the flock transferred to Howden & Holgate, and in 2006 to B.A. & N.J.Howden, and in 2010 to the present Owners.

Sires used have been bred by N. Z. Sheepac Ltd (F. 2); Lamb XL (F.1); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); A. Melville (F.75); Gordon Farm Partnership (F.18); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); H.M. & M.W. Wright (F.25); B. L. & M. A. Hore (F.57); L. E. & H. R. Williams (F.132); Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); Texel Plus (F.6); Mount Linton Station Ltd (F.21); Broken Hut Texels (F.223); G.A. & H.G.Crossan (F.114); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); M.L.S. & R.E.Talbot (F.120); Top Tender Texels (F.263); I.W. & D.F.McCall (F.150); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); O.M. & S.D.Brooker (F.148); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Dr Jock Allison (F.272); W.M.& J.M.Everett (F.276); Blackdale Stud (F.35); R.J. & R.A.Gardyne (F.55); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10); Douglas Cox Ltd (F.22); Howden & Holgate (F.84); W.J. & M.F.Lott (F.308); F. & E.K.Gardner (F.277); B.A. & N.J.Howden (F.84); Andy Mainland (F.297); N.R. & J.L.Dodd (F.131); N.R. & J.L.Dodd (F.131); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 129
Maiden ewes from own flock .................................................. 31
Total .......................... 160

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 110 ; ewes, 121.
Rams sold - One-shear, 22.
Sire used in 2018 -
'Wharetoa A96/16' (5299) (tr) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by G.M. & C.A.Shaw (F.145)
A.B.F.  

SHIPLEY, H. K.  

372 Ridgens Road, Greendale, R.D.1, Christchurch 7671

Prefix, Brandes Burton

(Registered 1991)

Telephone (03) 318 8140
email kandhshipley@xtra.co.nz
www.texelsheepnz.co.nz

Founded in 1991 by K.R.Shipley & Sons on 3 ewes bred by Lamb XL (F.1). Ewes added:
1992, 2 bred by Lamb XL (F.1); 1993, 2 bred by Suleiman A.Abalkhail (F.37); 1994, 19
from own flock and Owner's Appendix, 1 bred by N.Z.Sheepac Ltd (F.2), 1 bred by Dunlop
Partnership (F.118); 1995, 33 from Owner's Appendix flock, 3 bred by Premier Texel Stud
Ltd (F.171); 1996, 30 from Owner's Appendix flock; 1997, 43 from Owner's Appendix flock.

In 2004 this flock transferred to K.R. & H.K. Shipley, and in 2018 to the present Owner.

Sires used have been bred by N.Z.Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Lamb XL (F.1); Suleiman A.Abalkhail
(F.37); Dunlop Partnership (F.118); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); A.R.Marshall (F.64); Waipara
Downs Texel (F.9); K.R. & H.A.Reed (F.15); Omatane Texels (F.20); Premier Texel Stud Ltd
(F.171); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10); Blackdale Stud (F.35); M.A. & D.J.Klingender
(F.97); M.I.S. & R.E.Talbot (F.120); Dr Jock Allison (F.272); R.F.Hill (F.259); Top Tender
Texels (F.263); Andrew Laing (F.253); K.R.Shipley & Sons (F.87); Alistair & Karen McLeod
(F.214); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Tattykeel Pty Ltd (F.12 A.T.A.); Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); P.
& E.K.Gardner (F.277); R.J. & R.A.Gardyne (F.55); P.J.C.Withell (F.39); Tamlet Partnership
(F.280); H.A. & E.J.Reed (F.15); R. & M.Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); Douglas Cox Ltd (F.22);
Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276); E.J. & B.R.W.McEwan (F.15); and

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 28

Total .................. 28

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 29 ; ewes, 36.
Rams sold - One-shear, 2.
Ewes sold - One-shear, 35.
Sire used in 2018 -

A.B.F.  

KLINGENDER, M. A. & D. J.  

190 Matahiwi Road, R. D. 8, Masterton 5838

Prefix, Rosewhare

(Registered 1992)

Telephone (06) 370 9269
email klingender@xtra.co.nz

Founded in 1992 by M. A. & D. J. Klingender on 1 ewe bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Ewes
added; 1993, 3 from Owners Appendix flock, 1 bred by Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); 1994, 3
from Owners Appendix flock; 1995, 11 from Owners Appendix flock, 1 bred by Premier Texel
Stud Ltd (F.171); 1996, 4 bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171), 2 from Owners Appendix
flock; 1997, 9 from Owners' Appendix flock.

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); K.R. Shipley
& Sons (F.87); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); Gregory/Pukenui
(F.20); Texel Plus (F.6); K.R. & H.A.Reed (F.15); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10);
Top Tender Texels (F.263); Roger Weber (F.252); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); T. & R.Laird
(F.561613 B.T.S.S.); J.McKerrow (F.562379 B.T.S.S.); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ................................. 42

Maiden ewes from own flock ................................. 17

Total .................. 59
TEXEL

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 46 ; ewes, 43.
Rams sold - One-shear, 17.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Rosewhare S38/15' (4938) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'Rosewhare T30/17' (5302) (Vision CLR),
'Rosewhare W64/17' (5303) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.  
McCULLOCH, D. B. & B. W.  
26 Te Maiharoa Road, 10 R.D., Waimate, South Canterbury 7980
Flock No. 105  
(Registered 1996)  
Prefix, Glenlea  
Telephone (03) 689 3818 & (03) 689 3869  
Fax (03) 689 3823  
email mcculloch@ihug.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by R.E. Beetham (F.159); A.R. Marshall (F.64); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); Omatane Texels (F.20); K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); O.M. & S.D.Brooker (F.148); Premier Texel Stud (F.171); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10); Fairburn Texel Stud (F.227); P. & E.K.Gardner (F.277); A.G. & L.M.Paton (F.227); H.M. & M.W.Wright (F.25); G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 110
Maiden ewes from own flock ................................................ 36
Total .................. 146

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 90 ; ewes, 112.
Rams sold - One-shear, 7.
Sires used in 2018 -
Glenlea 120/12' (4797) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'Glenlea 151/15' (5128) (Vision CLR), 'Glenlea 76/16' (5228) (tw) (Vision CLR) bred by Owners.

A.B.F.  
DODD, N. R. & J. L.  
Glenham, 1096 Wyndham Letterbox Road, 1 R.D., Wyndham 9891
Flock No. 131 (MC)  
(Registered 1991)  
Prefix, Glenvale  
Telephone & Fax (03) 206 4849  
email nathan.joy@velocitynet.co.nz

Founded in 1991 by A.H.Dodd & Sons on 2 ewes and 1 ewe lamb bred by N.Z. Sheepac Ltd. (F.2). Ewes added: 1992, 12 bred by Lamb XL (F.1); 1993, 2 bred by Lamb XL (F.1); 1996/2 bred by Forsan Texel Stud (F.37), 25 bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171).

In 2000 the flock transferred to A.H.Dodd & Son and in 2004 to Dodd Partnership, and in 2007 to the present Owners.

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); H.M. & M.W. Wright (F.25); M.L.S. & R.E. Talbot (F.120); A.H. Dodd & Sons (F.131); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); G.S. Donald (F.183); J.T. & J. Barker (F.230); M.F. Shallard & Co (F.65); L.J. & S.M. Paterson (F.271); P. & E.K. Gardner (F.277); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); Blackdale Stud (F.35); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); and G.M. & C.A. Shaw (F.145).
TEXEL

Ewes retained from previous year................................. 190
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................ 75
Total .................. 262

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 175 ; ewes, 170.
Rams sold - One-shear, 45
Sires used in 2018 -
'Waipara Downs 163/16' (5195) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Waipara Downs (F.9)
'Waikaka 2082/16' (5290) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271)
'Heningford 1302/16' (5263) (tw) (FS 3-3) (ARR/ARQ) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39)
'Kaweku 1587/14' (4956) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by M.F.Shallard & Co (F.65).

A.B.F.

HOWIE, G.B. & D.R.
Moneymore, 558 Elliotvale Road, 2 R.D., Milton 9292

Flock No. 133 (MC) Prefix, Iona-Lea
(Registered 1991) Telephone (03) 417 4252
Fax (03) 417 4251
Mobile (027) 240 8002
email gbhowie@gmail.com

Founded in 1991 by Howie Partnership on one ewe and one ewe lamb bred by Lamb XL
(F.1), and 4 embryos bred by N.Z. Sheepac Ltd. (F.2). Ewes added; 1992, 1 bred by Lamb
XL (F.1); 1993, 1 bred by Lamb XL (F.1); 1994, 4 from Owner's Appendix flock, 1 bred by
N.Z. Sheepac (F.2); 1995, 7 from Own and Owner's Appendix flock; 1996, 5 from Owner's
Appendix flock; 1997, 11 from Owner's Appendix flock, 1 bred by Lamb XL (F.1), 2 bred
by Texel Plus (F.6); 1998, 9 from Owner's Appendix flock' 1999, 26 from Owner's Appendix
In 1997 this flock was withdrawn and re-instated in 1998.
In 2008 the flock transferred to the present Owners.
Sires used have been bred by N.Z. Sheepac (F.2); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Lamb XL
(F.1); G.A. & H.G. Crossan (F.114); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); Suleiman A.Abalkhail (F.37);
K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); M.L.S. & R.E.Talbot (F.120); Andrew Laing (F.253); B.A. &
H.A.Jorgensen (F.349 A.T.A.); Tattykeel Pty Ltd (F.12 A.T.A.); R.J. & R.A.Gardyne (F.55);
Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); G.S.Donald (F.183); Howie Partnership (F.133); Sam &
Viki Holland (F.39); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); R. & M.Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); G.S.Donald
(F.183); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year................................. 78
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................ 58
Total .................. 136

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 85 ; ewes, 74.
Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 2 ; one-shear, 46.
Ewes sold - One-shear, 12.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Brenley 122/14' (5035) (tw) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), bred by A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253)
'Hemingford 494/14' (4950) (tr) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Viki Holland
(F.39)
'Iona-Lea 486/12' (4726) (Vision CLR), 'Iona-Lea 481/12' (4827) (Vision CLR), bred by
Owners.

440
A.B.F.  
IRVINE, P. G.  &  S. V.  
876 Rolling Ridges Road, R.D. 5, Timaru 7975

Flock No. 142  
(Registered 1992)

Prefix, Halcroft  
Telephone (03) 686 2969  
Mobile (0274) 315 553  
e-mail sandp.irvine@xtra.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); N.Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); Amuri Livestock Enterprises (F.4); J. & J. Bennison Partnership (F.238); A.R. Marshall (F.64); M.L.S. & R.E. Talbot (F.120); McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); Mrs S.A. Hayes (F.59); K.R.Shipley & Sons (F.87); Blackdale Stud (F.35); J.T. & J. Barker (F.230); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); G.J.T. Latta (F.312); B.G. & H.J. Busby (F.325); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 79
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................... 26
Total .................. 105

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 85; ewes, 84.
Rams sold - One-shear, 32.
Ewes sold - One-shear, 6.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Egilshay 189/16' (5236) (tw) (TP), bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214) (MC)
'Brandes Burton 185/13' (4844) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87)
'Halcroft 136/14' (4973) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'Halcroft 90/15' (5072) (tw) (Vision CLR),
bred by Owners.

A.B.F.  
SHAW, G. M.  &  C. A.  
Wharetoa, No 4 R.D., Balclutha 9274

Flock No. 145  
(Registered 2002)

Prefix, Wharetoa  
Telephone & Fax (03) 415 9074  
Mobile (027) 273 7037  
e-mail wharetoa@farmside.co.nz

Founded in 2002 by G.M. & C.A. Shaw on 70 Texels from Owners' Appendix flock.
Ewes added: 2012 2012, 73 from own & Owners Appendix flock.

Sires used have been bred by Blackdale Stud (F.35); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); M.L.S. & R.E. Talbot (F.120); K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); Top Tender Texels (F.263); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); R.J. & R.A. Gardyne (F.55); M.F. Shallard & Co (F.65); R. & M. Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); Blackdale Stud (F.35); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 145
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................... 93
Total .................. 238

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 140; ewes, 164.
Rams sold - One-shear, 45.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Wharetoa A66/13' (4807) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Wharetoa A189/16' (5298) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Wharetoa A59/17' (5304) (tw), 'Wharetoa A142/17' (5305), 'Wharetoa A178/17' (5306), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

AARON J.McCALL FARMS LTD
2106 Mt Nessing Road, R.D.14, Cave 7984

Prefix, Dalzell

(Registered 1995)

Telephone (03) 685 5702
Mobile (027) 685 5702
email dalzell@ezykonect.co.nz

Founded in 1995 by D.C.McCall & Sons on 1 pure and 1 7/8th ewe lamb bred by D.G. McCall Partnership (F.186). Ewes added: 1996, 4 bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F171), 4 from Owner's Appendix flock; 1997, 20 bred by Owner's Appendix flock, 1 bred by Lamb XL (F.1); 1998, 21 from Owner's Appendix flock; 1999, 13 from Owner's Appendix flock; 2001, 2 bred by Gordon Farm Partnership (F.18); 2008, 2 bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); 2010, 24 bred by P.W. & C.L.Morris (F.241); 2012, 11 bred by Top Tender Texels (F.263); 2013, 31 bred by K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); 2016, 5 from Owners' Appendix flock; 2017, 4 from Owners' Appendix flock.

In 1996 the flock was transferred to I.W. & D.F.McCall, and the prefix changed from Heatherdowns to Takitimu. In 2009 the flock was transferred to the present Owners, and the prefix changed from Takitimu to Dalzell.

Sires used have been bred by B. L. & M. A. Hore (F.57); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); Lamb XL (F.1); K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); P.W. & M.A.Brown (F.40); Texel Plus (F.6); Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); R.J. & R.A.Gardyne (F.55); M.L.S. & R.E.Talbot (F.120); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); P.W. & C.L.Morris (F.241); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Tamlet Partnership (F.280); I.W. & D.F.McCall (F.150); M.A. & D.J.Klingender (F.97); Hamish Galletly (F.14); Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); Esselmont Trust (F.41); Top Tender Texels (F.263); T.John Vaughan (F.301255 B.T.S.S.); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................... 157
Ewe lambs from own flock .................................................. 25
Total .................. 182

Sires used in 2018 -
'Grasmere 651/15' (5118) (tw) (FS 3-3) (CdT A.A) (Vision CLR), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)
'Dalzell 117/17' (5250) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Dalzell 39/17' (5251) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Dalzell 65/17' (5252) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Dalzell 161/17' (5253) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

Appendix Flock

Flock No. A150

(Registered 2010)

Founded in 2010 by Aaron J.McCall Farms Ltd on 10 Poll Dorset X Texel maiden ewes and 90 Poll Dorset X Texel ewe lambs.

Sires used have been bred by J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Hamish Galletly (F.14); Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); Esselmont Trust (F.41); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); Top Tender Texels (F.263); and Owners.
Adult ewes put to ram.................................................. 10
Ewe lambs from own flock ............................................ 16
Total ................................................................. 26

Ewes receiving embryos, 2018, 23.
Sires used in 2018 -
Grasmere 651/15’ (5118) (tw) (FS 3-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)
'Dalzell 117/17’ (5250) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Dalzell 39/17’ (5251) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Dalzell 65/17’ (5252) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Dalzell 161/17’ (5253) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

PREMIER TEXEL STUD

c/- R.Forsyth, 82 Mangarara Road, R.D.2, Otane 4277

Prefix, Premier

Flock No. 171
(Registered 1992)

SIL No. 2661

Founded in 1991 by Premier Texel Stud Ltd on 494 ewes, bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Ewes added; 1993, 311 bred by LambXL (F.1); 1994, 5 from Owners Appendix flock; 1995, 28 from Appendix flock. 1996, 115 from Owner's Appendix flock, 4 bred by Lamb XL (F.1); 32 bred by Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); 1997, 149 from Owner's Appendix flock, 31 bred by Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); 2001, 89 bred by R.A. & M.C.Ellis (F.251).

In 1996, the flock transferred to Premier Texel Stud.

Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); N. Z. Sheepac Ltd. (F.2); Suleiman A.Abalkhail (F.37); K. R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); K.J. & R.A.Ashton (F.8); Top Tender Texels (F.263); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); Roger Weber (F.252); Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229); Tamlet Partnership (F.280; P. & K.Gardner (F.277); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year................................. 280
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................ 80
Ewe lambs from own flock............................................. 20
Total ................................................................. 380

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 240 ; ewes, 254.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Rosewhare 710/17’ (5137) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by M.A. & D.J.Klingender (F.97)
'Grasmere 783/17’ (5218) (FS 2-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)
'Premier 323/14’ (4874) (FS 1-3) (CdT A,B) (Vision CLR), 'Premier 773/15' (5027) (tw) (FS 3-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), 'Premier 680/16’ (5172) (Vision CLR), 'Premier 193/16’ (5175) (Vision CLR), 'Premier 647/16’ (5307) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'Premier 1205/17’ (5308) (Vision CLR), 'Premier 1061/17’ (5309) (Vision CLR), 'Premier 862/17’ (5310) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'Premier 923/17’ (5311) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.
A.B.F. DONALD, G. S. Kowhai Park, Balcairn, R.D. 2, Rangiora 7472

Flock No. 183 (Registered 1994)
Prefix, Kowhai Park
Telephone & Fax (03) 312-9687
Mobile (027) 608 9900
e-mail garydonald@xtra.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Texel Plus (F.6); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); Tuahiwi Texels (F.224); P.W. & M.A.Brown (F.40); K.R.Shipley & Sons (F.87); M.L.S. & R.E.Talbot(F.120); P.J.C.Withell (F.39); Blackdale Stud (F.87); Andrew Laing (F.253); Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); K.R. & K.K.Shipley (F.87); H.A. & E.J.Reed (F.15); G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); and Owner.
No Return - 2018

A.B.F. GRAY, A. J. & F. J. Orawia, 2 R.D., Otatau 9682

Flock No. 206 (Registered 1993)
Prefix, Hillgrove
Telephone & Fax (03) 225 5821
Mobile (027) 228 3920
e-mail fiona.arnie@gmail.com

Founded in 1993 by A. J. & F. J. Gray on 1 7/8th ewe and 1 pure ewe and 9 7/8ths ewe lambs. Ewes added: 1995, 18 from Owners Appendix flock; 1996, 12 from Owner's Appendix flock; 1997, 22 from Owner's Appendix flock; 1998, 22 from Owner's Appendix flock, 11 bred by I.W. & D.F.McCall (F.150), 35 bred by I.W. & D.F.McCall (F.A150); 1999, 23 from own & Owners' Appendix flock; 2001, 40 from own & Owner's Appendix flock; 2008, 53 from own & Owner's Appendix flock; 2009, 55 from own & Owner's Appendix flock. Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Blackdale Stud (F.35); H.M. & M.W. Wright (F.25); Texel Plus (F.6); F.K.Shallard & Co. (F.65); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); Dr Jock Allison (F.272); R.J. & R.A.Gardyne (F.55); I.W. & D.F.McCall (F.150); M.F.Shallard & Co (F.65); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); Carolyn Dundass (F.7); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); and Owners.
No Return - 2018
FOOTNOTE TO FLOCK NO. 102 / MARCH 2017

A.B.F.

**McLEOD, ALISTAIR & KAREN**

10 Ruby Ridge, Wanaka 9305
P.O.Box 102, Wanaka 9343

**Flock No. 214 (MC)**
(Registered 1993)

Prefix, **Egilshay**

Telephone & Fax (03) 443 9095
Mobile (027) 454 5686
email egilshay@xtra.co.nz

Founded in 1993 by Alistair & Karen McLeod on 2 ewes bred by Lamb XL (F.1). Ewes added:
1994, 2 bred by W. J. Stevenson (F.127), 9 bred by N. Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2), 1 bred by Premier
Texel Stud Ltd (F.171), 6 bred by Ian & Glenda Swale (F.102), 1 bred by Dunlop Partnership
(F.118), and 1 bred by Lamb XL (F.1); 1995, 2 bred by John Morrison (F.187); 1997, 4 bred by
W. J. & M. F. Lott (F.192), 1 bred by Texel Plus (F.6); 1998, 1 from Owner's Appendix flock; 1999,
1 bred by A. F. McArthur & Co. (F.5), 43 bred by Whitecliffs Valley Texels (F.205 & F.A205); 2000,
29 bred by Whitecliffs Valley Texels (F.205 & F.A205); 2010, 29 bred by K. R. & H. K. Shipley
(F.87), 17 bred by R. J. & R. A. Gardyne (F.55); 2011, 2 bred by G. B. & D. R. Howie (F.133).

Sires used have been bred by LambXL (F.1); Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); B. L. & M. A.
Hore (F.57); Texel Plus (F.6); R. J. & R. A. Gardyne (F.55); J. T. & J. Barker (F.230); Fairburn Texel
Stud (F.227); Andrew Laing (F.253); B. A. & H. A. Jorgensen (F.349 A.T.A.); M. A. & D. J. Klingen
der (F.97); M. F. Shallard & Co (F.65); K. R. & H. K. Shipley (F.87); Top Tender Texels (F.263);
O. M. & S. D. Brooker (F.148); L. A. Tayles & Family (F.303); R. & M. Wood (F.212 A.T.A.);
G. B. & D. R. Howie (F.133); Mrs S. A. Hayes (F.59); Roger Weber (F.252); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................140
Maiden ewes from own flock .................................................50
Total .................................................................190

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 130; ewes, 125.
Rams sold - One-shear, 31.
Ewes sold - Two-shear & over, 6.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Brandes Burton 116/14' (5066) (tw) (Vision **CLR**), bred by K. R. & H. K. Shipley (F.87)
'Grasmere 657/15' (4990) (FS 1-2) (CdT A, B) (Vision **CLR**), Grasmere 565/15' (5117) (FS 2-3)
(CdT A, B) (Vision **CLR**), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)
'Hemingford 494/14' (4950) (tr) (FS 3-3) (Vision **CLR**), bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39)
'Egilshay 44/16' (5207) (tr) (TP), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

**WINDER, HUGH & HELEN**

**Flock No. 229**
Dispersed

A.B.F.

**WOODHOUSE, B. L.**

4A Earnley Street, Rangiora 7400

**Flock No. 239**
(Registered 1995)

Prefix, **Coverdale**

Telephone (03) 310 6175
Mobile (027) 346 2780

Ewes added: 1997, 3 from Owners Appendix flock; 1998, 3 from Owner's Appendix flock; 2001,
2 from own & Owner's Appendix flock; 2008, 9 from own & Owner's Appendix flock.

In 2008 the flock transferred to the present Owner.
Sires used have been bred by Lamb XL (F.1); Texel Plus (F.6); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); P.W. & M.A.Brown (F.40); Tuahiwi Texels (F.224); M.L.S. & R.E. Talbot (F.120); P.J.C. Withell (F.39); G.S. Donald (F.183); Mrs S.A. Hayes (F.59); B. & I.T. Woodhouse (F.239); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); H.A. & E.J. Reed (F.15); and A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253).

Ewes retained from previous year ...................................... 51
Maiden ewes from own flock ............................................. 4
Total .................. 55

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 33 ; ewes, 29.

Sire used in 2016 -

A.B.F.

MORRIS, P. W. & C. L.
183 Millane Road, McNab, No. 1 R.D., Gore 9771

Prefix, Koi Downs (Registered 1995)

SIL No. 4555

Telephone (03) 208 3440
e-mail cormor@kinect.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by Texco Texel Stud (F.26); Mrs S.A. Hayes (F.59); N.Z. Sheepac Ltd (F.2); M.E. & B.A. Holgate (F.84); A.I. & N.R. McArthur (F.149); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); O.M. & S.D. Brooker (F.148); A.H. Dodd & Son (F.131); I.W. & D.F. McCall (F.150); Howie Partnership (F.133); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); H.L. & S.M. Mackay (F.16); L.J. & S.M. Paterson (F.271); R.J. & R.A. Gardyne (F.55); Aaron J. McCall Farms Ltd (F.150); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ...................................... 60
Maiden ewes from own flock ............................................. 20
Total .................. 80

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 50; ewes, 52.

Rams sold - One-shear, 20.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Brandes Burton 77/15' (5064) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87)
'Koi Downs 619/16' (5209) (TP), bred by Owners.
A.B.F.

WEBER, ROGER
2 Top Grass Road, R.D. 8, Dannevirke 4978

Flock No. 252
(Registered 1996)

Prefix, Grasmere
TELEPHONE & FAX (06) 374 5229
email enquiries@grasmeretexels.co.nz
website www.grasmeretexels.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd (F.171); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); Lamb XL (F.1); A.R. Marshall (F.64); B.L. & M.A. Hore (F.57); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); M.E. & B.A. Holgate (F.84); Top Tender Texels (F.263); K.J. & R.A. Ashton (F.8); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); J.T. & M.J. Raymond (F.56 A.T.A.); McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); Roslyn Downs Partnership (F.33); Mark & Melinda Wheeler (F.219); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10); M.H. French (F.310 A.T.A.); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); Premier Texel Stud (F.171); M. Wheeler (F.8); J.T. & J. Barker (F.230); Tamlet Partnership (F.280); Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229); Raymond & Janet Harre (F.329); by T. & R. Laird (F.561613 B.T.S.S.); J. McKerrow (F.562379 B.T.S.S.); Jim Sharratt (F.318); and Owner.

Ewes retained from previous year .................................. 51
Maiden ewes from own flock ............................................ 35
Total .................................. 86

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 76 ; ewes, 87.
Rams sold - One-shear, 28.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Kowhai Glen 232/17' (5259) (Vision CLR), 'Kowhai Glen 243/17' (5261) (Vision CLR), bred by Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38)
'Grasmere 657/15' (4990) (FS 1-2) (CdT A,B) (Vision CLR), 'Grasmere 782/17' (5217) (FS 1-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), 'Grasmere 783/17' (5218) (FS 2-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Owner.

A.B.F.

LAING, A. P. & A. E.
Irwell, 3 R.D., Leeston 7683

Flock No. 253
(Registered 1996)

Prefix, Brenley
TELEPHONE & FAX (03) 329 1709
Mobile (027) 253 5625
email andrewanna@ruralinzone.net

Founded in 1996 by A.G. Dunlop on 79 purebred ewe lambs bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd. (F.171) and 4 purebred ewe lambs bred by Forsan Texel Stud (F.37); 2000, 5 bred from K.R. & H.A. Reed (F.15); 2001, 44 bred by Fairburn Texel Stud (F.227), 10 bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214), 1 bred by Forsan Texel Stud (F.37), 6 bred by Premier Texel Stud Ltd. (F.171); 2008 6 bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); 2009, 13 bred by K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87), 82 bred by K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); 2017, 102 bred by A.G. & L.M. Paton (F.227).

In 1999 the flock was transferred to Andrew Laing, and in 2003 to the present Owners.

Sires used have been bred by Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); Suleiman A. Abalkhail (F.37); Fairburn Texel Stud (F.227); R.J. & R.A. Gardyne (F.55); Tuahiwi Texels (F.224); K.R. & H.A. Reed (F.15); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); Andrew Laing (F.253); B.A. & H.A. Jorgensen (F.349 A.T.A.); G.S. Donald (F.183); H.A. & E.J. Reed (F.15); Blackdale Stud (F.36); M.F. Shallard
Ewes retained from previous year: ........................................ 208
Maiden ewes from own flock ........................................... 100
Total .................................................... 308

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 269; ewes, 299.
Rams sold - One-shear, 153.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Dalzell 42/16' (5189) (FS 1-2) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Aaron J.McCall Farms Ltd (F.150)
'Brenley 358/16' (5291) (tw) (Vision CLR), 'Brenley 296/16' (5292) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.  

P. B. & J. CAMPBELL PARTNERSHIP  

1/378 Gilmours Road, Tai Tapu, R.D.2, Christchurch 7672

Flock No. 266  
(Registered 1999)

Prefix, Bell-View

Mobile (027) 344 4418
email campbellfam@xtra.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by K.R. & H.A. Reed (F.15); M.H. French (F.310 A.T.A.); K.R. Shipley & Sons (F.87); Andrew Laing (F.253); Top Tender Texels (F.263); H.A. & E.J. Reed (F.15); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); M.A. & D.J. Klingender (F.97); I.W. & D.F. McCall (F.150); P. & J. Campbell (F.266); M.F. Shallard & Co. (F.65); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); E.J. & B.R. W. McEwan (F.15); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year: ......................... 20
Ewes added, bred by -
K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87) .................. 3
Total .................................................. 23

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 7; ewes, 5.
Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 1; one-shear, 7.
Sires used in 2018 -
A.B.F.  

WAIKAKA STATION LTD  
c/- L.J. & S.M. Paterson, 137 Greenvale School Road, R.D. 5, Gore 9775  

Flock No. 271  
(Registered 2000)  

Prefix, Waikaka  
Telephone (03) 207 2835  
Mobile (027) 207 2801  
email sharon@waikakastation.co.nz  
website www.waikakagenetics.co.nz  


In 2017 the flock transferred to the present Owners.  

Sires used have been bred by Blackdale Stud (F.35); Rex Corson (F.196); N.H. Beck (F.17); J.T. & J. Barker (F.230); D.C. & L.U. Deans (F.181); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); Top Tender Texels (F.263); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); N.R. & J.L. Dodd (F.131); Hugh & Helen Winder (F.229); N.R. & J.L. Dodd (F.131); Aaron J. McCall Farms Ltd (F.150); L.J. & S.M. Paterson; Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); L.A. Tayles & Family (F.303); and L.J. & S.M. Paterson (F.271).  

Ewes retained from previous year ............................................. 143  
Total .................................... 143  

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 119; ewes, 116.  

Sires used in 2018 -  
'Dalzell 16/13' (4858) (tw) (FS 3-3) (CdT A, UR) (Vision CLR), bred by Aaron J. McCall Farms Ltd (F.150)  
'Brenley 94/15' (5071) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), bred by A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253)  
'Glenvale 3/10' (4605) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by N.R. & J.L. Dodd (F.131)  
'Malton 57/14' (4947) (tw) (FS 1-1) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by L.A. Tayles & Family (F.303)  
'Waikaka 2162/17' (5248) (tr), 'Waikaka 2164/17' (5249) (tr), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.  

BIELSKI, STEVE & MARY  
R.D. 54, Kimbolton 4774, Manawatu  

Flock No. 275  
(Registered 2011)  

Prefix, Highland  
Telephone (06) 328 2841  
Fax (06) 328 2891  
Mobile (0274) 842 822  
email sandm@inspire.net.nz  
website www.texel.co.nz  


Sires used have been bred by McArthur/Clouston Partnership (F.5); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); Top Tender Texels (F.263); Blackdale Stud (F.35); and Owners.
**TEXEL**

| Ewes retained from previous year | 53 |
| Ewe lambs from own flock | 15 |
| **Total** | 65 |

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 61; ewes, 54.
Rams sold - One-shear, 1.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Blackdale 303/16' (5312) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Blackdale 268/16' (5313) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Blackdale Stud (F.35)
'Highland 104/17' (5316) (Vision CLR), bred by Owner.

---

**A.B.F.**

**EVERETT, W.M. & J.M.**

8 Tussock Place, Stoke 7011

**Flock No. 276**

(Registered 2001)

 Prefix, View Hill

Mobile (0274) 514 383
e-mail bill.everett@xtra.co.nz

Founded in 2001 by W.M. & J.M. Everett on 17 purebred and 14 3/4 bred ewes bred by Barnego Farm Ltd (F.30), and 1 purebred and 1 7/8th ewe bred by Gordon Farm Partnership (F.18). Ewes added: 2002, 46 bred by Barnego Farm Ltd (F.30), 10 bred by Barnego Farm Ltd (F.A30), 2 bred by Dr Jock Allison (F.272); 2003, 2 bred by Top Tender Texels (F.263); 2008, 1 bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); 2011, 1 bred by J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); 2012, 4 bred by Top Tender Texels (F.263).

Sires used have been bred by Barnego Farm Ltd (F.30); Dr Jock Allison (F.272); Blackdale Stud (F.35); O.M. & S.D.Brooker (F.148); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); K.R. & H.A.Reed (F.15); Douglas Cox Ltd (F.22); D.C. & L.U.Deans (F.181); Howie Partnership (F.133); B.A. & N.J.Howden (F.84); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); A.P. & A.E.Laing; H.M. & M.W.Wright (F.25); D.C. & C.M.Graham (F.309); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Millton Park Enterprises (F.36); R. & M.Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); M.F.Shallard & Co. (F.65); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); L.A.Tayles & Family (F.303); Top Tender Texels (F.263); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); Blackdale Stud (F.35); G.M. & C.A.Shaw (F.145); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 52
Maiden ewes from own flock ............................................. 32
Total .............................................. 84

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 130; ewes, 125.
Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 1; one-shear, 15.
Ewes sold - Two-shear & over, 79; one-shear, 18.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Wharetoa A213/15' (5164) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by G.M. & C.A.Shaw (F.145)
'Esselmont 32/16' (5296) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Esselmont Trust (F.41)
'Hemingford 494/14' (4950) (tr) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39)
'View Hill 258/16' (5229) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.
A.B.F.  
SIL No. 4737  
GARDNER, P. & K.  
994 Mitcham Road, R.D. 2, Ashburton 7772  
Prefix, Kallara  
Telephone (03) 302 4888  
Mobile (027) 495 6451  
email kallara@xtra.co.nz


In 2011 the flock transferred to the present owners.

Sires used have been bred by Wavell Texel Stud (F.49); K.R.Shipley & Sons (F.87); Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); P.G. & S.V.Irvine (F.142); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); A.G. & L.M.Paton (F.227); P. & E.K.Gardner (F.277); H.A.& E.J.Reed (F.15); G.J.T.Latta (F.312); P.A. & E.A.Russell (F.21 A.T.A.); D.B. & B.W.McCulloch (F.105); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 90  
Ewe lambs from own flock.................................................. 20

Total ................................ 110

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 102; ewes, 98.
Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 3 ; one-shear, 25.
Ewes sold - Two-shear & over, 28 ; one-shear, 5.
Sires used in 2018 -  
'Grasmere 657/15' (4990) (FS 1-2) (CdT A,B) (Vision CLR), bred by Roger Weber (F.252)  
'Kallara 157/15' (4976) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Kallara 145/15' (4977) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR),  bred by Owners.
Rams sold - One-shear, 8.

Sires used in 2018 - 'Tamlet 96/16' (5169) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Tamlet 258/16' (5170) (i-SCAN CLR), 'Tamlet 115/17' (5288), 'Tamlet 193/17' (5289), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.

HARRINGTON, EDWARD
72 Takamatua Valley Road, Akaroa, R.D. 7581

Flock No. 296
(Registered 2006)

Prefix, Koanui Hills
Telephone & Fax (03) 304 7153
Mobile (027) 316 9713
email emmerdale@xtra.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); P.J.C. Withell (F.39); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Fairburn Texel Stud (F.227); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); and Sam & Viki Holland (F.39).

No Return - 2018

A.B.F.

MAINLAND, ANDY
51 Kapuka North Road, Mokotua, R.D.5, Invercargill 9875

Flock No. 297
(Registered 2011)

Prefix, A-Tex
Telephone (03) 239 5853
Mobile (027) 469 9469
email atex@xtra.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by P. & J. Campbell (F.266); H.M. & M.W. Wright (F.25); M.F. Shallard & Co (F.65); N.R. & J.L. Dodd (F.131); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); and Owner.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 41
Maiden ewes from own flock ............................................. 12
Total .................. 53

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 65; ewes, 60.
Rams sold - One-shear, 8.

Sires used in 2018 - 'Blackdale 16/17' (5240) (tr) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by Blackdale Stud (F.35)
'Hemingford 20034/13' (4887) (tw) (FS 3-4) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39).
SMILLIE, BRUCE M.
341 Waikaka Valley Highway, No 5 R.D., Gore 9775

Flock No. 298
(Registered 2007)

Prefix, Strathview
Telephone (03) 207 1825
Fax (03) 207 1895
Mobile (027) 488 8141
email dbsmillie@gmail.com


Sires used have been bred by P.W.& C.L.Morris (F.24); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); Aaron J.McCall Farms Ltd (F.150); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); R.J. & R.A.Gardyne (F.55); and G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133).

2017

Ewes retained from previous year......................... 20
Maiden ewes from own flock ............................. 10
Total .......................... 30

Lambs bred in 2016 - Rams, 22 ; ewes, 20.
Sire used in 2017 - 'Iona-Lea 113/12' (4828) (Vision CLR), bred by G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133).

2018

Ewes retained from previous year......................... 19
Maiden ewes from own flock ............................. 10
Total .......................... 29

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 15 ; ewes, 26.
Sires used in 2018 - 'Iona-Lea 113/12' (4828) (Vision CLR), bred by G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133)
'Kallara 34/16' (5197) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by P. & K.Gardner (F.277).

AgriQuality 7292
SIL No. 922

A.B.F.

COTTLE, H.C.
40 Sidey Road, Highgrounds, R.D.24, St Andrews, Timaru 7988

Flock No. 299
(Registered 2007)

Prefix, Highgrounds
Telephone (03) 612 6314
Mobile (021) 0232 0627
email hamish_cottle@hotmail.com


Sires used have been bred by R.W.& W.R.Beaven (F.14); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10); K.R.Shipley & Sons (F.87); Top Tender Texels (F.263); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); P.G., & S.V.Irvine (F.142); W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); Esselmont Trust (F.41); B.G. & H.J.Busby (F.325); and Owner.
Ewes retained from previous year ............................... 42
Maiden ewes from own flock ................................. 21
Ewe lambs from own flock ................................. 15
Ewes added, bred by -
K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87) .................................. 21
P.G. & S.V.Irvine (F.142) .................................. 6
P. & K.Gardner (F.277) ...................................... 11

Total ........................................ 116

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 26; ewes, 44.
Rams sold - One-shear, 12.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Cambwell 'Trademark' LTC1161/12' (A.I.D.14) (FS 1-3) (CdT A,A) (ARR/ARR) (Vision CLR), bred by T. & A.Laird (F.561613 B.T.S.S.)
'Granite 'Untouchable' IGM7611/13' (A.I.D.17) (FS 1-3) (CdT A,A) (ARR/ARR) (Vision CLR), bred by G. & B.Ingram (F.521509 B.T.S.S.)
'Hemingford 1053/15' (5074) (tw) (FS 3-4) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39)
'Esslomont 14/14' (4865) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by Esslomont Trust (F.41)
'Brandes Burton 185/13' (4844) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87)
'Egilshay 189/16' (5236) (tw) (TP), bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214) (MC).

A.B.F. 
SIL No. 920

Prime Texel Stud 394 Pigeon Flat Road, R.D.2, Waitati 9085

Flock No. 301 (MC)  
(Registered 2007)

Prefix, Quantock

Telephone (03) 482 1077
Mobile (027) 482 1077

email grnmpr@unifone.net.nz

Founded in 2007 by G.R.& N.M.Prime on 6 ewes, bred by Top Tender Texels (F.263).  
Ewes added : 2008, 10 (i-SCAN CLR) bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); 2009, 3 (i-SCAN CLR) bred by Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); 2015, 20 from Owners Appendix Flock; 2017, ? ewes from Owners Appendix Flock.

Sires used have been bred by Top Tender Texels (F.263); H.M. & M.W.Wright (F.25); W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276); D.C. & C.M.Graham (F.309); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); R. & M.Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Tamlet Partnership (F.280); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); bred by Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); by R. & M.Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ......................... 92
Maiden ewes from own flock .............................. 19

Total ........................................ 111

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 83; ewes, 65.
Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 4; One-shear, 6.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Hemingford 494/14' (4950) (tr) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39)
'Quantock 22/16' (5099) (FS 1-3) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), 'Quantock 6/16' (5100) (FS 3-4) (CdT A,B) (Vision CLR), 'Quantock 20/16' (5219) (tw) (FS 3-3) (CdT A,B) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.
TEXEL

A.B.F.  

TAYLES, L.A. & FAMILY  
"Malton Fields", 393 Waipounamu Road, R.D.6, Gore 9776

Flock No. 303  
(Registered 2008)

Prefix, Malton  
Telephone & Fax (03) 202 5369  
Mobile (027) 435 7956  
email maltonfields@xtra.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by Top Tender Texels (F.263); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276); Blackdale Stud (F.35); and Sam & Viki Holland (F.39).

Ewes retained from previous year: 38  
Maiden ewes from own flock: 4  
Total: 42

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 38; ewes, 52.  
Rams sold - One-shear, 10.  
Sire used in 2018 -  
"View Hill 183/14" (4944) (Vision CLR), bred by W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276).

A.B.F.

LOTT, W.J. & M.F.  
R.D. 17, Fairlie 7987

Flock No. 308  
(Registered 2008)

Prefix, Sunnyvale  
Telephone (03) 685 8814  
Mobile (027) 685 8814  
email bill@sunnyvale.co.nz  
www.sunnyvale.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10); Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); P.G. & S.V.Irvine (F.142); B.A. & N.J.Howden (F.84); Lamb XL (F.1); B.L. & M.A.Hore (F.57); G.J.T. Latta (F.312); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year: 8  
Maiden ewes from own flock: 5  
Total: 13

Sire used in 2018 -  
"Sunnyvale 212/16" (5166) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.
A.B.F.

GRAHAM, D.C. & C.M.
1307 Hindon Road, Hindon, R.D.2, Outram 9074

Flock No. 309
(Registered 2008)
Prefix, Ardachy
Telephone & Fax (03) 489 1475
Mobile (027) 449 0871
email dc.cmgraham@farmside.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by D.C. & L.U. Deans (F.181); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); R. & M. Wood (F.212 A.T.A.); Sam & Vicki Holland (F.39); K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); M.F. Shallard & Co (F.65); H.L. & S.M. Mackay (F.16); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year .............................................. 104
Maiden ewes from own & Owners Appendix flock .................. 33
Total ........................................ 137

Ewes kept in flock not put to ram 2018, 17.
Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 99 ; ewes, 90.
Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 2 ; one-shear, 32.

Sires used in 2018 -
’Hemingford 408/11’ (4633) (tw) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), ’Hemingford 1064/15’ (5076) (tw) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), ’Hemingford 494/14’ (4950) (tr) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Vicki Holland (F.39)
’Waipara Downs 69/16’ (5194) (tw) (FS 3-4) (Vision CLR), bred by Waipara Downs Texel (F.9).

Appendix Flock

Flock No. A.309
(Registered 2011)
Prefix, Ardachy


Sires used have been bred by D.C. & L.U. Deans (F.181); A.P. & A.E. Laing (F.253); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); Blackdale Stud (F.35); Sam & Vicki Holland; K.R. & H.K. Shipley (F.87); M.F. Shallard & Co (F.65); H.L. & S.M. Mackay (F.16); and Owners.

Adult ewes put to ram .................................................. 30
Total ........................................ 30

Ewes kept in flock not put to ram 2018, 4.
Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 37 ; ewes, 42.
Rams sold - One-shear, 12.

Sires used in 2018 -
’Hemingford 408/11’ (4633) (tw) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), ’Hemingford 1064/15’ (5076) (tw) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), ’Hemingford 494/14’ (4950) (tr) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Vicki Holland (F.39)
’Waipara Downs 69/16’ (5194) (tw) (FS 3-4) (Vision CLR), bred by Waipara Downs Texel (F.9).
A.B.F.  
SOMERVILLE, D. G.  
Pine Bush, R.D.1, Wyndham, Southland 9891  

Flock No. A311  
(Registered 2008)  

Prefix, XL  
Telephone (03) 246 9570  
Mobile (027) 275 5808  
email davidsom@woosh.co.nz  

Appendix Flock  
Founded in 2008 by D.G.Somerville on 10 ewes, bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214),  
Sires used have been bred by Mrs S. A.Hayes (F.59); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); and  
P.J.C.Withell (F.39).  
No Return - 2018  

A.B.F.  
LATTA, G.J.T.  
1359 Fairlie Geraldine Highway, R.D.17, Fairlie 7987  

Flock No. 312  
(Registered 2009)  

Prefix, Redwood  
Telephone (03) 685 6268  
Mobile (021) 868 512  
email garry@wnation.net.nz  

Founded in 2009 by G.J.T.Latta on 65 ewes and 24 maiden ewes, bred by P.J. & J.I.Wishart  
(F.281).  Ewes added : 2013, 10 bred by Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59), 5 bred by G.B. & D.R.Howie  
(F.133); 2014, 4 bred by G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133); 2015, 30 bred by J.T. & J.Barker (F.230);  
2016, 1 (FS 3-3) (CdT A,A) (ARR/ARQ) (Vision CLF), bred by W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276), 1 (FS  
Sires used have been bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214); P.J. & J.I.Wishart (F.281);  
W.J. & F.M.Lott (F.308); M.E. & B.A.Holgate (F.84); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); P.G. & S.V.Irvine  
(F.142); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133); K.R.  
& H.K.Shipley (F.87); Aaron J.McCall Farms Ltd (F.150); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.39); Roger  
Weber (F.252); P. & K.Gardner (F.277); D.B. & B.W.McCulloch (F.105); and Owner.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ewes retained from previous year</th>
<th>42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maiden ewes from own flock</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 66; ewes, 60.  
Rams sold - One-shear, 5.  
Sires used in 2018 -  
'Sunnyvale 140/17' (5293) (Vision CLF), bred by W.J. & M.F.Lott (F.308)  
'Waipara Downs 69/15' (5167) (tw) (Vision CLF), bred by Waipara Downs Texel (F.9).
TEXEL

A.B.F.
SHARRATT, JIM
117F Lees Pakaraka Road, R.D.6, Masterton 5886

Flock No. 318
(Registered 2010)

Prefix, Karaka
Telephone (06) 377 7063
Mobile (021) 0220 1616
email jsharratt@hotmail.co.nz

Founded in 2010 by Jim Sharratt on 14 ewes and 9 maiden ewes bred by P.W. & C.L.Morris (F.241).
This was withdrawn in 2016 and re-instated in 2017.
Sires used have been bred by J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Wairarapa Texel Developments (F.10);
T. & A.Laird (F.561613 B.T.S.S.); Raymond & Janet Harre (F.329); and Owner.

| Ewes retained from previous year | 30 |
| Maiden ewes from own flock | 12 |
| Ewe lambs from own flock | 24 |
| Total | 66 |

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 17; ewes, 29.
Rams sold - One-shear, 6.
Sires used in 2018 - 'Karaka 37/17' (5214) (Vision CLR), 'Karaka 41/17' (5215) (Vision CLR), 'Karaka 44/17' (5216) (Vision CLR), bred by Owner.

A.B.F.
PETER TRUST, HAYDEN
988 Waimahaka Fortification Road, Waimahaka, 1 R.D., Wyndham 9891

Flock No. 319
(Registered 2011)

Prefix, Peter
Telephone (03) 246 9697
Mobile (027) 671 2145
email greelinesheep@gmail.com
website www.greelinesheep.co.nz

Founded in 2011 by Hayden Peter Trust on 9 7/8th ewe lambs from Owners’ Appendix flock.
Sires used have been bred by Esselmont Trust (F.41); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); Blackdale Stud (F.35); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); M.F.Shallard & Co. (F.65).

No Return - 2018

Flock No. A319
(Registered 2010)

Prefix, Peter

Appendix Flock

Founded in 2009 by Hayden Peter Trust on 28 mixed aged ewes and 9 ewe lambs bred by K.J. & K.E.Dunlop (F.166 & F.A166, studs that had been withdrawn in 1997).
Sires used have been bred by Landcorp Farming Ltd (F.32); Blackdale Stud (F.35); J.T. & J.Barker (F.230); Esselmont Trust (F.41); A.P. & A.E.Laing (F.253); Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38); Blackdale Stud (F.35); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); and M.F.Shallard & Co. (F.65).
No Return - 2018
TEXEL

A.B.F.  
AG AMURI LTD  
'Moydon', 438 Christians Road, R.D.1, Hawarden 7385

Flock No. 321  
Prefix, Mayfair  
(Registered 2010)


In 2013 the flock transferred to the present Owners.

Sires used have been bred by H.M. & M.W.Wright (F.25); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); K.Hoban & Q.Boyd (F.321); Hamish Galletly (F.14); H.A. & E.J.Reed (F.15); E.J. & B.R.W.McEwan (F.15); Waipara Downs Texel (F.9); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ............................................... 28
Maiden ewes from own flock ..................................................... 21
Total ................................................................. 49

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 27; ewes, 30.
Rams sold - One-shear, 7.
Sire used in 2018 -
'Waipara Downs 6/16' (5201) (tw) (FS 2-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Waipara Downs Texel (F.9).

A.B.F.  
MILLER-BROWN, C  
813 Onepunga Road, R.D.2, Amberley 7482

Flock No. 323  
Prefix, Slopehill  
(Registered 2011)


In 2014 this flock was withdrawn, and reinstated in 2018, and transferred to the present Owner.

Sires used have been bred by Blackdale Stud (F.35); L.J. & S.M.Paterson (F.271); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133); and Slopehill Downs Ltd (F.323).

Ewes retained from previous year ............................................. 9
Ewes added, bred by -
W.M. & J.M.Everett (F.276)............................................... 26
G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133)................................................ 12
Total ......................................................... 47

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 8; ewes, 10.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Egilshay 9/15' (5204) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214) (MC)
'Sunnyvale 212/16' (5166) (Vision CLR), bred by W.J. & M.F.Lott (F.308)
'Wharetoa A213/15' (5164) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by G.M. & C.A.Shaw (F.145)
'Slopehill 14/13' (5202) (tw) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Slopehill Downs Ltd (F.323).
A.B.F.

BUSBY, B.G. & H.J.

490 McIvor Road, R.D.6, Invercargill 9876

Flock No. 325
(Registered 2012)

Prefix, Cromarty


Sires used have been bred by Roslyn Downs Partnership (F.33); H.C.Cottle (F.299); G.B. & D.R.Howie (F.133); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); L.A.Tayles & Family (F.303); Aaron J.McCall Farms Ltd (F.150); Esselmont Trust (F.41); Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 56
Maiden ewes from own flock .................................................. 30
Ewes added, bred by -

Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214) (MC) ............ 6
Total ........................................ 92

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 50; ewes, 59.
Rams sold - One-shear, 10.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Cambwell 'Trademark' LTC1161/12' (FS 1-3) (CdT A,A) (ARR/ARR) (Vision CLR), bred by T. & A.Laird (F.561613 B.T.S.S.)
'Granite 'Untouchable' IGM7611/13' (FS 1-3) (CdT A,A) (ARR/ARR) (Vision CLR), bred by G. & B.Ingram (F.521509 B.T.S.S.)
'Malton 124/12' (4751) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by L.A.Tayles & Family (F.303)
'Blackdale 40/12' (4775) (tr) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Blackdale Stud (F.35)
'Egilshay 189/16' (5081) (tw) (TP), bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214) (MC)
'Cromarty 221/16' (5210) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.

Flock No. A325
(Registered 2012)

Appendix Flock

Founded in 2010 by B.G. & H.J.Busby on 9 Texel ewes.

Sires used have been by H.C.Cottle (F.299); Roslyn Downs Partnership (F.33); H.C.Cottle (F.299); L.A.Tayles & Family (F.303); E.J. & B.R.W. McEwan (F.15); Aaron J.McCall Farms Ltd (F.150); Esselmont Trust (F.41); and Owners.

Adult ewes put to ram .......................................................... 16
Maiden ewes from own flock ................................................. 6
Total .................................................. 22

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 14; ewes, 9.

Sires used in 2018 -
'Cambwell 'Trademark' LTC1161/12' (FS 1-3) (CdT A,A) (ARR/ARR) (Vision CLR), bred by T. & A.Laird (F.561613 B.T.S.S.)
'Granite 'Untouchable' IGM7611/13' (FS 1-3) (CdT A,A) (ARR/ARR) (Vision CLR), bred by G. & B.Ingram (F.521509 B.T.S.S.)
'Malton 124/12' (4751) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by L.A.Tayles & Family (F.303)
'Blackdale 40/12' (4775) (tr) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Blackdale Stud (F.35)
'Egilshay 189/16' (5081) (tw) (TP), bred by Alistair & Karen McLeod (F.214) (MC)
'Cromarty 221/16' (5210) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.
A.B.F.  
LOCH HEAD  
c/- Clark Scott, 156 Switzers Road, R.D.2, Tapanui 9587
Flock No. 326  
(Registered 2012)
Prefix, Loch Head
Telephone (03) 204 8177  
Mobile (027) 446 9016  
email lochhead@yrless.co.nz
Founded in 2012 by Clark M Scott on 30 ewe lambs bred by G.B. & D.R. Howie (F.133).  
In 2016 the flock transferred to the present Owners.  
Sires used have been bred by B.A. & N.J. Howden (F.84); H.M. & M.W. Wright (F.25);  
G.J.T. Latta (F.312); P.G. & S.V. Irvine (F.142); and Owners.  
Ewes retained from previous year ............................. 24  
Maiden ewes from own flock .................................... 29  
Total .......................... 53
Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 26 ; ewes, 18.  
Rams sold - One-shear, 16.  
Sires used in 2018 -  
'Halcroft 5/15' (5073) (tw) (Vision CLR), bred by P.G. & S.V. Irvine (F.142)  
'Loch Head 91/17' (5227) (tw), bred by Owners.

A.B.F.  
HILLSON, S.P. & P.A.  
300 Milnes Road, Hororata, R.D.2, Darfield 7572
Flock No. 328  
(Registered 2012)
Prefix, Blue Sky
Telephone (03) 318 0049  
Mobile (027) 383 8647  
email sandphillson@xtra.co.nz
Sires used have been bred by P.B. & J. Campbell Partnership (F.266); Blackdale Stud (F.35); and Owners.  
Ewes retained from previous year ........................................... 23  
Ewe lambs from own flock .................................................. 7  
Total .......................... 30
Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 13 ; ewes, 15.  
Rams sold - One-shear, 6.  
Sires used in 2018 -  
'Pineacre 23/16' (5230) (FS 1-3) (TP), bred by Mrs S.A. Hayes (F.59) (MC)  
'Blue Sky 4/16' (5196) (tw) (FS 2-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.

Flock No. A328  
(Registered 2018)
Prefix, Blue Sky
Appendix Flock
Founded in 2017 by S.P. & P.A. Hillson on 27 Texel X ewes, and 12 Texel X ewe lambs mated to the rams 'Pineacre 23/16' (5230) (FS 1-3) (TP), bred by Mrs S.A. Hayes (F.59) (MC), and 'Blue Sky 4/16' (5196) (tw) (FS 2-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Owners.
A.B.F.

HARRE, RAYMOND & JANET
178 Were Road, R.D.1, Piopio 3971

Flock No. 329
(Registered 2013)
Prefix, Mangare
Telephone (07) 877 8383
e-mail rjharre@farmside.co.nz

Founded in 2013 by Raymond & Janet Harre on 40 ewes, bred by K.R.& H.K.Shipley (F.87). Sires used have been bred by K.R.& H.K.Shipley (F.87); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................... 31
Ewe lambs from own flock .......................................................... 12
Total ................................ 43

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 9 ; ewes, 16.
Rams sold - One-shear, 6.
Sire used in 2018 -
'Kowhai Glen 88/14' (4931) (tw) (FS 3-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38).

A.B.F.

MAPLE TEXELS

c/- Don Edgecombe, 54 Quartz Drive, Rolleston 7614

Flock No. 330 (MC)
(Registered 2014)
Prefix, Maple
Telephone (03) 347 3329
Moble (021) 033 8064
e-mail don@maple.co.nz


Sires used have been bred by P.G. & S.V.Irvine (F.142); K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87); and Owners.

Ewes retained from previous year ........................................... 12
Maiden ewes from own flock ..................................................... 10
Ewe lambs from own flock .......................................................... 10
Total .................. 32

Sires used in 2018 -
'Brandes Burton 5/16' (5168) (Vision CLR), bred by K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87)
'Maple 1759/17' (5200) (tw) (TP), bred by Owners.

BEN LOMOND TEXEL STUD

Withdrawn

A.B.F.

SKELTON, M.R.
Rocky Vale Rams, 389 Crawford Hills Road, Galloway, R.D.3,
Alexandra 9393

Flock No. 332
(Registered 2016)
Prefix, TexXL
Telephone (03) 448 8545
Mobile (027) 447 3845

Founded in 2015 by M.R.Skelton on 9 ewes bred by Top Tender Texels (F.263).
Sires used have been bred by Top Tender Texels (F.263).
TEXEL

Ewes retained from previous year ......................... 14
Maiden ewes from own flock .................................. 10
Total ........................................... 24

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 16; ewes, 10.
Sire used in 2018 -
'Top Tender 169/11' (4624) (FS 1-1) (CdT A,A) (Vision CLR), bred by Top Tender Texels (F.263).

A.B.F.

QUINN, MAREE
56 Chatmos Road, R.D.3, Winslow, Ashburton 7773

Flock No. 333
(Registered 2016)
Prefix, Eyre
Telephone (03) 302 6055
Mobile (027) 776 6055

Sires used have been bred by E.J. & B.R.W.McEwan (F.15); and Ag Amuri Ltd (F.321).

Ewes retained from previous year ......................... 12
Maiden ewes from own flock .................................. 2
Ewes added, bred by -
K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87) .................................. 6
Aaron J. McCall Farms Ltd (F.150) .................. 1
Total ........................................... 21

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 8; ewes, 10.
Sire used in 2018 -
'Pineacre 32/16' (5231) (FS 3-3) (TP), bred by Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59) (MC).

A.B.F.

DEADMAN, G.G.
249 Logan Road, R.D.2, Pukekohe 2677

Flock No. 334 (MC)
(Registered 2016)
Prefix, Seneschal
Telephone (09) 238 7054
Mobile (021) 140 6253
email gavman27@xtra.co.nz

Founded in 2016 by G.G.Deadman on 18 ewes and 5 ewe lambs bred by Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59).
Sires used have been bred by Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59); and Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38).

Ewes retained from previous year ......................... 16
Maiden ewes from own flock .................................. 8
Ewe lambs from own flock .................................. 20
Total ........................................... 44

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 20; ewes, 22.
Rams sold - One-shear, 8.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Kowhai Glen 56/15' (5105) (Vision CLR), bred by Kowhai Glen Stud (F.38)
'Seneschal 928/16' (5220) (tw) (FS 3-4) (Vision CLR), bred by Owner.
RUTHERFORD, P.J. & B.D.
483 Otautau Nightcaps Road, Otautau 9689

Flock No. 335
(Registered 2016)
Prefix, Foxdale
Telephone (03) 225 8633
Mobile (021) 131 8604
email pjrutherford@icloud.com

Ewes added : 2017, 6 ewes bred by Mrs S.A.Hayes (F.59) (MC).
Sires used have been bred by Andy Mainland (F.297).

| Ewes retained from previous year | 10 |
| Maiden ewes from own flock | 3 |
| **Total** | **13** |

Sire used in 2018 -
'Kallara 205/15' (5159) (tw) (i-SCAN CLR), bred by P. & K.Gardner (F.277).

SIL No. 2490

RIVERDOWNS TEXELS

Flock No. 336
(Registered 2017)
Prefix, Riverdowns
Mobile (027) 737 0902
e-mail michaeldekker@outlook.co.nz

Sires used have been bred by E.J. & B.R.W.McEwan (F.15); D.B. & B.W.McCulloch (F.105); and P. & K.Gardner (F.277).

| Ewes retained from previous year | 33 |
| Ewe lambs from own flock | 23 |
| **Total** | **56** |

Rams sold - Two-shear & over, 2 ; one-shear, 4.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Blackdale 558/16' (5247) (tr) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Blackdale Stud (F.35)
'Bell-View 429/16' (5297) (Vision CLR), bred by P.B. & J.Campbell Partnership (F.266).

Flock No. A336
(Registered 2017)

Appendix Flock

Founded in 2017 by Riversdowns Texels on 35 ewes.
Sires used have been bred by E.J. & B.R.W.McEwan (F.15).

| Adult ewes put to ram | 15 |
| Ewe lambs from own flock | 5 |
| **Total** | **20** |

Sire used in 2018 -
'Blackdale 558/16' (5247) (tr) (FS 1-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Blackdale Stud (F.35).
GREENPARK STUD  
c/- M.I.McKerchar, 1678 Moa Flat Road, R.D.2, Tapanui 9587

Flock No. 337  
(Registered 2017)

Prefix, Greenpark  
Telephone (03) 204 8850
email mcstrachan@yrless.co.nz

Sires used been bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39); and K.R. & H.K.Shipley (F.87).
Ewes retained from previous year ........................................ 134
Total .................. 134

Lambs bred in 2017 - Rams, 136 ; ewes, 152.
Sires used in 2018 -
'Hemingford 724/15' (5075) (FS 2-3) (Vision CLR), bred by Sam & Viki Holland (F.39).

OLIER, LISA & ORR, ROBBIE 
120 Swannaoa Road, Fernside, Rangiora 7475

Flock No. 338  
(Registered 2018)

Prefix, Loro  
Telephone (03) 310 8355
Mobile (027) 244 0254
email lisa.olier@hotmail.com

Founded in 2018 by Lisa Olier and Robbie Orr on 6 ewes bred by Ag Amuri Ltd (F.321), mated to the ram 'Maple 1750/17' (5199) (tw) (TP), bred by Maple Dorpers (F.330) (MC).

GLOVER, L, & TAYLOR, D. 
171 Avon Road, Invercargill 9812

Flock No. 339  
(Registered 2018)

Prefix, Grotay  
Telephone (03) 216 7675
email davidqtaylor171@gmail.com
